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Abstract: The refugee crisis 2015+ has proved to be a test for all actors engaged, including 
the EU institutions, politicians, various kinds of organizations, as well as the European 
societies. They are now facing a dilemma, whether to accept and welcome the refugees 
knocking on our doors or to lock ourselves inside the fortress Europe. The article looks into 
the unexplored subject of Muslim civic engagement in helping refugees in five European 
countries: Austria, France, Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom. All those countries have 
considerable Muslim populations, sometimes of long provenience and traditions, giving 
grounds for the existence of Muslim non-governmental organisations. All are involved 
in the European refugee crisis in a different way: Italy deals with migrants as the border 
country, while Austria is a transit country through which they head for France, Germany 
and the UK. The aim of the article is to find out whether at all and to what extent have the 
Muslim organisations operating in European countries been involved in helping refugees 
and migrants since 2015. In the first part we show how the Muslim theology places help 
to refugees and present the European refugee crisis in numbers, taking into account the 
growth of Muslim population on the continent. Then we map active Muslim organisations 
given the scale of their activities in third countries, at home, in the process of acculturation 
and engagement in advocacy.
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Introduction

The refugee crisis, which has been spreading out to Europe since the late 2014, 
proved to be a test in many ways: for the EU as a whole – in terms of upholding 
fundamental European values of solidarity and supporting those in need; for the 
EU politicians – whether they are able to find a common position on the refugee 
crisis; for local, national and pan-European organisations and institution – how 
they were able to respond to the growing number of refugees and migrants, and 
for the EU societies – if they will choose to help the newcomers, or will put 
a fence of aversion between themselves and the refugees. While the reactions 
to the crisis varied, we may say that many individuals, institutions and non-
governmental organisation got involved in helping refugees – both on a day-to-
day and a long-term basis – as well as in activities aimed at opposing negative 
narrations around the crisis.

Civic engagement and helping refugees had no particular nationality, ethnicity 
or religion. Support was offered by ordinary people, as well as NGOs dealing 
with migrants and/or refugees. While a lot has been written about civic support 
in general (Yang & Saffer, 2018: pp. 421–439; Fontanari and Ambrosini, 2018: 
pp. 587–603; Lahusen et al., pp. 173–197), publications showing support of local 
Muslim activists or NGOs are rather hard to find. It refers not only to academic 
publications, but also to media discourse.

Our article aims therefore to analyse, if and to what extent did the Islamic 
organisations get engaged in helping refugees and migrants in the ongoing crisis? 
We decided to select five EU countries, i.e. Austria, France, Germany, Italy and the 
UK. We chose these countries for several reasons. Firstly, in all these countries the 
share of Muslims in local population is of around 5 percent or above, so more 
than the European average4. It means that there is a potential for organisations 
that bring Muslims together. Secondly, these countries were engaged in the 
European refugee crisis in different ways: Italy is a country to which refugees and 
migrants arrived by the sea, Austria – a transit country, while France, Germany 
and the UK – are target countries. Thirdly, these countries differ on the position 
local Muslim communities have: in Austria Islam has been officially recognized 
in 19th century, France, Germany and the UK were countries of significant and 
numerous immigration from Muslim majority countries after WW2, while Italy has 

4 To be exact: 4,8% in Italy, 6,1% in Germany, 6,3% in the UK, 6,9% in Austria and 8,8% 
in France – data from: Europe’s Growing Muslim Population, Pew Research Center, 29.11.2017, p. 4.
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become a target for Muslim migration only recently, while Italians are currently 
net exporters of labour.

We divided our analysis into three parts. In the first one we briefly discuss 
charitable activity in Islamic religious thought, including help offered to refugees. 
The second part is devoted to the European refugee crisis with a focus on our five 
selected countries. The third part starts with mapping Islamic NGOs in selected 
countries and their activities related to the European refugee crisis. The article 
concludes with final remarks from our analysis.

Islamic theology and helping refugees

This kind of starting point might suggest cultural determinism, or rather 
religious one, according to which Muslims are to be perceived only as homines 
religiosis. However, one shall bear in mind, that we target Islamic NGOs, that is 
those, which at least nominally should follow Islamic rules in their activity.

Charity and helping those in need is one of the pillars of Islamic faith 
– in fact three out of five Islamic rituals refer to them. While performing ḥaǧǧ 
– the pilgrimage to Mecca – one should help and support those in need, the 
same in case of Ramadan: During ʿ Īd Al-Aḍḥā – Islamic holiday at the end of the 
pilgrimage, Muslims share their meals with those in need, the same refers to food 
distributed during Ramadan. However, the basic pillar of Islam that directly refers 
to charity is zakāt, that is almsgiving. Its value is estimated at 2.5 percent of all 
unproductive assets (e.g. savings), and every Muslim who reached defined level of 
fortune should pay it (Danecki, 1997: p.143). The beneficiaries of zakat should be 
people described in Qur’an as: poor, orphans, travellers (2:215), beggars (2:177), 
and debtors – if they are unable to pay their dues on their own (2:280). One 
could easily claim that refugees fit in some of these categories, if not in all. They 
are definitely travellers and poor, many of them can become extremely poor and 
become beggars, their children might lose their parents on the way and become 
orphans, while no livelihood can turn them into debtors.

Focus on charity in Islam has its practical consequences. It is used by 
fundamentalist organisations, such as Hamas or Hezbollah, as well as numerous 
foundations, associations or mosque societies in Western countries. Almost all 
Muslims from Middle East, Africa, or South East Asia declare that they pay zakāt 
(Pew Research Center, 2012). The richest Islamic countries, such as Qatar or United 
Arab Emirates, spend much more than e.g. Scandinavian countries on development 
aid in terms of GNP percentage or per capita (OECD, 2016: p. 5). Many Islamic 
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communities in Europe are engaged in charity actions. According to an opinion 
poll carried out in UK, Muslims are the top spenders on charity comparing to other 
religious groups (Austin, 2013). Thanks to new technologies many Muslims pay 
their zakāt online, and their payments are particularly high during Ramadan.

Migration crisis in Europe

In consequence of conflicts on the outskirts of Europe (including Syria, Libya), as 
well as the unstable political situation and economic problems in Africa, hundreds 
of thousands of immigrants have made an attempt to get to the Old Continent. 
The largest wave of immigrants arrived in 2015, when the European Border and 
Coast Guard Agency (Frontex) recorded a record number of 1.8 million people 
trying to illegally cross the border, making more than half of all detained by the 
organisation during the last decade.5

Over 60 percent of immigrants choose the sea route to Italy, Greece and 
Spain. The Central Mediterranean route invariably remains the most popular 
among immigrants from Sub-Saharan Africa (91%) and West Africa. The Western 
Mediterranean route, used by immigrants from North Africa (Algeria and Morocco) 
and Sub-Saharan Africa is also increasingly chosen. In the years 2014–16, the 
Eastern Mediterranean and the Western Balkan routes were very popular, gathering 
over 79% of migrants, mainly from Syria and Iraq. The least popular route – the 
Eastern Borders route – leads from Asia to Eastern and Northern European 
countries (Frontex, 2018). Changing popularity of the routes is the result, in part, 
of Frontex’s increasing activity, as well as the creativity of smuggling networks, still 
looking for new transfer routes. The European countries are trying to counteract by 
cooperating with the Libyan coast guard, what significantly reduced the number 
of migrants travelling the central route in 2017, or signing a 2016 agreement with 
Turkey, aiming to increase the EU border control (European Commission, 2018).

Due to geographical location, within the European countries Greece, Italy 
and Spain are most exposed to the migrant influx, even though migrants tend 
to target the countries where they have relatives or the ones with developed social 
care systems, such as Germany, the United Kingdom or France. Therefore these 
countries bear the highest costs of the refugees inflow, social costs included, as 

5 Eurostat and Frontex data were used in the study. Frontex data include the number of illegal 
border crossings, not the number of people. The same person may cross the EU’s external border 
several times, but such information remains unknown. Unless otherwise indicated, Frontex data cover 
the period: January 2009 – May 2018.
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the influx of immigrants raises nationalist and anti-immigrant attitudes in the 
societies (Diamant and Starr, 2018). The relocation mechanism introduced in 2016 
aimed at sharing the burden of immigration on all member countries. As it 
received various responses, currently the EU countries try to limit the immigration 
flow by introducing border controls, closing borders, strengthened by increased 
employment in border services6 or by construction of barriers along the overland 
border (Dunai, 2017).

From 2009–18, the vast majority of immigrants came from the Middle East, 
mainly from Syria and Iraq, as well as Africa: the most numerous were citizens 
of Eritrea, Nigeria, Somalia, and the Maghreb countries. Asians were represented 
by Afghans and Pakistanis, and Europeans mainly by Albanians. Striking is 
a large group of immigrants with unknown country of origin and stateless people, 
representing as much as 21% of newcomers.

Table 1.  The origin of individuals illegally crossing the EU border in 2009–18 
(data in %)

By continent/region By religion

Middle East 32 Muslim countries (over 70% of population) 64

Sub-Saharan Africa 18 Countries with Muslims constituting 40–70% of population 12

Asia 18 Other 3

Europe 6 Unknown 21

North Africa 5

Unknown 21

Source: calculations based on Frontex data.

In order to estimate the Muslim population influx, we attempt to analyze the 
countries of origin of people illegally entering Europe, as there is no data on the 
religious affiliation of immigrants. In the period analyzed, 64% of illegal border 
crossing attempts were undertaken by citizens of Muslim countries, where Muslims 
constitute at least 70% of population.7 Considering the fact, that another 12% 
of attempts were made by citizens of countries where Islam confesses 40–70% 
of population and a large group of people of unknown origin, we believe, that 
Muslims represent the vast majority of people trying to get to Europe.

6 In 2015, Frontex had 300 guards. According to the EC plans, the number of guards will increase 
to 10,000 until 2027 (European Commission, 2018).

7 Data on religious affiliation of countries based on The World Factbook and Pew Research Center, 
(Central Intelligence Agency, 2018; Pew Research Center, 2011) 
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Frontex data are confirmed by the UNHCR data shown in the figures below. 
The high (over 50%) share of Muslims among refugees has been increasing since 
2015, accompanied by a stable high share of newcomers from countries with 
a high share of Muslims, accounting for about 80%. The share may increase due 
to a large number of people of unknown origin.

Figure 1. Muslims among refugees in surveyed countries (data in %)
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Figure 2. Muslims among refugees in countries surveyed in 2010–17 (data in %)
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Each country surveyed has a different structure of the immigrant population, 
and the breakedown of citizens from Muslim countries shows significant differences 
between countries. Among the refugees, the largest group of Muslims and citizens 
of countries with a significant percentage of Muslims in the society found shelter 
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in Germany, Italy and Austria. Seemingly France has the lowest number of Muslim 
refugees, although an exceptionally high number of people of unknown origin 
makes us believe, that there are many citizens of former French colonies in North 
and West Africa among them.

Mapping Islamic organisations in Europe

The number of Islamic organisations in Europe is somewhat hard to estimate, 
just as the number of Muslims. It is due to a different level of formalisation (starting 
with unregistered civil society groups to registered entities with legal personality), 
networking (individual organisations, local branches, international organisations), 
as well as definition of being Islamic (from de facto secular organisations founded 
by religious people – e.g. Aga Khan Foundation, through ethnic organisations with 
religious dimension – e.g. Avrupa Türk-İslam Birliği, to organisations that are 
Islamic – e.g. Muslimische Jugend Österreich and Islamic religious unions – e.g. 
Muzułmański Związek Religijny). Fishing out those, which are or were engaged 
in the European refugee crisis can be even harder.

By mapping Islamic organisations, which were engaged in refugee crisis 
in Europe, we focused on two kinds of these organisations: (1) Islamic charity 
or development organisations, and (2) Islamic organisations acting on national 
level as religious unions, or as ethnic or ethnic-religious communities. In the first 
case we assumed, that being engaged in the refugee crisis corresponds to these 
organisations’ general profile, as the notions of charity or development aid are wide 
enough to encompass refugees. In the second case, we anticipate, that national 
character of these organisations implies a wide range of activities, including helping 
refugees. This way we skip three other types of Islamic organisations: socio-political, 
missionary, and illegal radical Islamist organisations (Kroessin, 2007: pp. 4–5). Our 
approach differs therefore from the dominant one in academic literature, which 
focuses only on charity, humanitarian or development Islamic NGOs as a specific 
research category (Barzegar and El Karhill, 2017: pp. 12–13) for two reasons. The 
first one is the scale of the refugee crisis, which provoked to action a great variety 
of social actors, including religious organisations – not only Islamic ones. The 
second reason is uneven development of Islamic humanitarian sector in countries 
that we selected for analysis: in the UK there were 56 such organisations a decade 
ago (Kroessin, 2007: p. 5), while in Italy – virtually none.

In order to analyse the scope of work of Islamic NGOs, we use the modified 
typology of Linee Lundgren. This young scholar identified three types of 
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religious organisations which provide help to refugees: (1) emergency responders, 
(2) community continuers, and (3) spiritual integrators. Lundgren analyses them 
in three dimensions – social role, religious role and advocacy (Lundgren, 2018). In 
our analysis we decided to categories Islamic NGOs basing on the type of activity 
into: (1) emergency responders in third countries, (2) emergency responders 
in home country, (3) social and spiritual integrators, and (4) advocacy groups.

Emergency responders in third countries

By far the largest category is made up of organisations responding to crisis 
situations, and therefore undertaking current activities for refugees no matter 
where they are, as long as help is needed. Muslim development and humanitarian 
organisations are traditionally focused on developing countries of Asia and Africa. 
Often, but not exclusively, these organisations are dedicated specifically to Muslim 
communities abroad, giving the Muslim communities in Europe a symbolic sense 
of ties with their countries of origin, thus greater opportunities to collect donations.

The French organisation Le Secours Islamique France (SIF) operates both 
in the international and domestic field. Abroad SIF’s activities concentrate on 
facilitating access to food and water, providing sanitary security, and childcare 
in over 14 countries (including Greece, Syria, Jordan, Iraq, Senegal, Chad, and 
Madagascar). The British Muslim Aid also helps in crisis situations, operating 
in more than 70 countries in Africa, Asia and Europe, especially in conflict regions 
(e.g. Syria, Gaza, Burma), as well as in the case of natural disasters (e.g. during the 
earthquake in Southeastern Asia or severe winter in the UK). Similar activities 
undertake French NGOs: SOS Muslim, BarakaCity and LIFE O. N. G., offering 
support to isolated Muslim minorities mainly in Africa and the Middle East, but 
also in France, Haiti and Southeast Asia. Their activities include help in crisis 
situations (distribution of alimentary packages, clothing, medical aid) or sustainable 
development promotion: SOS Muslim provides simple devices that facilitate the 
work of women, allow children to go to school, build boarding schools for orphans, 
and deliver textbooks. Recently implemented Life Ong projects include meals 
for 1 EUR, afforestation (Indonesia), distribution of emergency sets containing 
water, food and protective tarpaulins (Rooftops in Burma). British Muslim Global 
Relief is engaged in international charity activities, while other organisations 
focus on specific communities: Interpal helps the Palestinians and International 
Action for Iraqi Refugees supports Iraqis in education and health. Many French 
organisations help the Syrians, providing humanitarian and medical assistance 
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(including Syria Charity, Fisabilillah, Alif Lam Mim), also in Turkey: the Hayat 
organisation supports the Syrian orphans. Other organisations offer long distance 
adoption of Syrian orphans.

Furthermore, Muslim organisations are also involved in crisis-hit European 
countries – especially in Greece, where in 2018 there were over 50,000 refugees 
from Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iraq and Syria. Increasing refugees’ inflow resulted 
in the deterioration of admission conditions, causing humanitarian problems and 
the necessity to call upon NGOs. In March 2018, SIF ended the mission in Greece, 
where it improved sanitary infrastructure in the EKO Gas Station refugee camp, as 
well as renovated housing containers and provided psychological and educational 
support to children in the Malakasa camp, and assistance in social integration 
(camps Elefsina, Rafina, suburban youth center in Athens). Support in Greece was 
also offered by the British organisation Muslim Charity.

International activeness of French and British organisations in the absence 
of German, Austrian and Italian entities is a result of a long-standing existence of 
the Muslim community in both France and Great Britain, and their high level 
of social activity. In other countries Muslim communities were either non-existent 
or have been created recently and did not have time to initiate non-governmental 
organisations.

Emergency responders in home country

Relatively numerous are Muslim organisations focused on domestic day-to-
day support for the refugees. The profile of these organisations differs from other 
NGOs responding to crisis situations in third countries, as these are usually large 
organisations national in scope, with required infrastructure (networks of mosques 
and cultural centers) and human resources (believers/disciples).

The day-to-day assistance to refugees is provided mostly by organisations in the 
target countries: Germany and France, or by the countries on the migration route: 
Austria. Local Muslim organisations offer places in mosques and other facilities, 
organise clothes and food collections, as well as fundraising, encompassing places 
where refugees gathered, such as railway stations (Islmische Föderation in Wien, IFD). 
This Viennese organisation was able to provide shelter for 5,000 refugees within 
two weeks. Similarly, Turkish Avrupa Türk-İslam Birliği offered accommodation 
in sixty-five Austrian mosques, the French BarakaCity offered 7,000 m2 in its 
premises. SIF runs four shelters for migrants (Centers d’Hébergement d’Urgence): 
in Massy,   Clamart, Aubervilliers, Thiais, accommodating approximately 700 people. 
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On the other hand, Saudi Arabia’s Islamische Zentrum in Austria delivered food 
to the West Railway Station in Vienna, as well on border crossings with Hungary 
and Serbia. The youth organisation Muslimische Jugend Österreich offered refugees 
coffee, and its members helped with interpreting from Arabic and Farsi. German 
Zentralrat der Muslime in Deutschland e.V. (ZMD) had a network of a thousand 
volunteers and imams who helped refugees in daily affairs in administration offices 
as translators, and organised collections of the most needed merchandise; moreover, 
more than 500 ZMD families have accepted refugee children, approximately 150 
Muslim doctors provided medical care, and more than 90 mosques provided 
accommodation. Moreover, Türkisch-Islamische Union der Anstalt für Religion e.V. 
(DİTİB) organised a collection of donations, as well as places in 850 mosques it 
administered. In the case of the Islamische Gemeinschaft Millî Görüş organization, 
over 500 mosques and 100 other rooms offered shelter to about 4,000 refugees.

In France, the scope of activities is very wide, mainly due to a large number of 
organisations offering help to every member of the Muslim refugee community. 
All organisations, apart from assistance in finding accommodation, offer hot 
meals (also ḥalāl, Amatullah), especially during Ramadan (Qassama), distribute 
food (also in the refugee camp in Calais – SIF), run grocery stores offering food 
at 10–50% value (SIF) as well as night shelters and canteens, help the homeless 
to find a flat (Entraide et Solidarité) and job (Au-delà des maux), provide financial 
and psychological assistance, organise meetings with other refugees, where they 
exchange experience and useful information. Association Bayyinah offers financial 
support to cover emergency expenses, including hospital treatment or funeral.

Social and spiritual integrators

Some Islamic organisations go beyond emergency responding in their countries 
and provide refugees with opportunities to settle down in Europe. In this category 
or Islamic NGOs there are two types of actions: those aimed at Muslims from the 
lowest social strata and programmes dedicated to integration of refugees.

British Islamic NGOs belong to the first category, due to the generally low 
socio-economic status of the local Muslim communities. That is the reason, why 
in the case of the UK refugees, they have been included into existing programmes 
that aim at providing support to vulnerable and poor local Muslim communities. 
This way organisations such as Islamic Society of Britain, Muslim Hands, or 
Islamic Help, enhance economic activisation of vulnerable communities, including 
migrants and refugees. Some other British Islamic NGOs designed programmes 
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dedicated to refugees. National Zakat Foundation asks for donations for refugees, 
explaining that in the current refugee crisis the Islamic element is clearly visible 
therefore Muslims should take some of the responsibility. Islamic Relief runs The 
Bike Project which enables refugees to save on public transport and Refugee Advise 
Project which helps refugees to effectively integrate (by helping them to receive 
social allowance, housing, health care etc.).

Two German Islamic NGOs – ZMD and DİTİB – run programmes, that help 
refugees to integrate with mainstream societies and the local Muslim communities. 
While the scope of their work is similar, they differ in their approach. ZMD 
organises German language classes, as well as courses on basic aspects of integration 
delivered in Arabic. DİTİB also provides German language course as well as many 
other activities, such as movie nights, sports and leisure activities for children, and 
Qur’an courses. Leisure activities were organised separately for children, youth and 
adults divided according to sex. An important element of DİTİB’s programme was 
including refugees to local networks of contacts with German Muslim community, 
and this way providing them with a better start in new cultural environment. It 
is hard to say, to what extent religious elements in DİTİB’s programme respond 
to spiritual needs of refugees, and to what extent belonged they to its strategy. One 
shall mention, that DİTİB calls refugees as muhājirun, i.e. those who emigrated, and 
local Islamic community as anṣār, i.e. those who provide help. It is a clear reference 
to hijra or prophet Muhammad from Mecca to Medina, when Muhammad was 
muhājirun, while local Arab tribes in Medina that invited him and his companions 
– anṣār. Thus, on one hand, one could say that DİTİB refers to the Islamic notion 
of hospitality and helping migrants, but on the other, one can easily see some 
missionary reference in this respect.

Advocacy groups

Islamic NGOs rarely engage in advocacy work, campaigning for peace or 
refugees. It might result from being precautious. On one hand, campaigning 
for peace can easily turn into taking political sides (e.g. in favour or against the 
regime of president Bashar Al-Asad) and involvement into international politics. 
On the other hand, advocacy activities might be perceived as expressing criticism 
against their home European countries. This turns the European Muslims between 
rock and a hard place – they should support activities aiming at providing help 
to refugees, but then they can be accused of Islamisation, and so can fall under 
the threat of Islamophobia.
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Despite that Islamic NGOs included some advocacy activities in their work with 
and for refugees. British NGO Islamic Relief (IR) was engaged into a campaign 
for refugees, however only in humanitarian aspect – in a report, which was 
presented to the British government in indicated that one should take action 
aiming at helping Syrians and reduce their suffering, without being specific, 
what these actions should be. Moreover, IR initiated a petition aimed at helping 
Syrian children and establishing humanitarian corridors in Syria. These actions 
are problem-oriented. Instead of pointing at relatively restrictive British migration 
policy, IR tried to compensate it with actions for refugees in their home countries, 
and in target countries (Khafagy, 2018).

Islamische Glaubensgemeinschaft in Österreich, which is one of the biggest 
Islamic organisation in Austria, actively participated in demonstrations against 
war in Syria. French organisations are an interesting case, as they engage not only 
in providing material support, but also in fight for human rights in Palestine or 
Gaza Strip (e.g. Umma Soul, CBSP), or organise marches in support of Syrians 
(e.g. in Paris by Syrian & friends). Italian NGO L’Unione delle Comunità Islamiche 
d’Italia took a very balanced stance on tragic events in Gaza Strip in 2014. In 
2016 in many Italian cities there were demonstrations showing solidarity with 
citizens of Aleppo.

French SIF organises information campaigns, trying to reach out to politicians 
and public opinion in order to make them aware of problems that refugees face. 
In 2016 together with other NGOs SIF opposed against dismantling the refugee 
camp in Calais. Furthermore, L’Union des Organisations Islamiques de France, an 
association of numerous Muslim organisations, was involved in the establishment 
of the French Council of Muslim Faith (fr. Conseil français du culte musulman), 
an official representative of the French Muslims in their relations towards the 
government.

Conclusion

Recently, we have witnessed increasing professionalisation and institutionali- 
sation of Muslim charitable activities. This phenomenon applies to organisations 
from Muslim countries (especially the ones with a high level of development) 
involved in charity and development, as well as Muslim organisations in Europe. 
In this context the Norwegian researcher Kaja Borchgrevink writes about the 
NGOization of Muslim charity. These organisations merge religious and professional 
legitimacy, reaching beyond local communities and networks based on ethnic 
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or religious criteria (Borchgrevink, 2017: p. 1). Many Muslim organisations have 
been established particularly in Great Britain and France, undertaking activities 
abroad and domestically, for local communities – both Muslim and non-Muslim. 
A decade ago, the British organisations’ budget valued at GBP100 million, 
indicating its high potential (Kroessin, 2007: p. 18). On the other hand, there are 
relatively scarce Muslim organisations in Italy, as a consequence of a relatively 
recent immigration flow.

A milestone for Muslim charity organisations was the focus on activities 
reaching beyond the problems of local communities in the countries of origin of 
migrants. Traditionally, in the Islamic world, there were various informal groups 
and associations connected with the mosques, acting for their own community 
(Górak-Sosnowska, 2009: pp. 140–152). Furthermore, Muslim diasporas in Europe 
traditionally send remittances to relatives in their countries of origin or give financial 
support – in the name of ethnic or religious solidarity – to the Palestinians. 
Charitable activities of Muslim organisations were directed to the communities 
in need in their countries of origin, due to larger scale of the existing problems 
in these countries compared to the situation in the European countries in which 
they settled, as well as the fact, that the European countries provide refugees with 
an existential minimum (Khafagy, 2018). In addition, mosques are often associated 
with third countries, such as Morocco or Turkey, and therefore focused on these 
communities, rarely acting together.

Ethical dimension of assistance remains a separate issue. On the one hand, 
Muslims helping refugees living in Europe perfectly comply with the obligations 
of their religion, emphasizing charity and solidarity with the vulnerable. Moreover, 
Muslim communities living in Europe can be a sort of cultural brokers, teaching 
newcomers how to effectively settle in a new place and function in it (Shakir and 
Topalovic, 2016: p. 93). On the other hand, Muslim communities in Europe realise 
that the refugee crisis has increased anti-Islamic resentment, and the settlement of 
a large number of people, sometimes of uncertain origin and views, whose effective 
acculturation will last for years, will only deepen the hostility towards Muslims 
(Khafagy, 2018: p. 16). It seems that for this reason, some Muslim organisations are 
cautious about helping refugees, focusing on activities in their countries of origin 
or on emergency aid activities, while intensifying the fight against Islamophobia 
and promoting the Muslim civilisation.
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